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Information sheets are provided for all the bridges listed.
Soon after the Roman invasion in AD43, a
bridge was built at Rochester to carry Watling
Street over the River Medway. It had 9 stone
piers on which rested a timber roadway.
Remarkably, this bridge seems to have been
kept in repair until 1381 when it was destroyed
by melting ice. By 1391, a stone replacement
had been built 100m upstream; it comprised 10
arches and 10 broad piers resting on starlings,
with an 11th central channel spanned by a drawbridge. The bridge was 168m long, implying arch spans of c8m, and
4.2m wide with a curved profile; as far as can be seen on various prints, it was quite plain with segmental arches,
single flush arch rings, and smooth soffits. An extensive modernisation programme was carried out during the
years around 1800. The bridge was increased in width to 7.8m, the drawbridge and an adjacent arch were
reformed as a single segmental arch, and the starlings were trimmed, so easing passage across and beneath the
bridge However, this did not save it, and a new 3-arched bridge was opened in 1856 on the site of the Roman
bridge, and after standing for over 450 years the medieval bridge was blown up in stages. The medieval bridge,
with Rochester Castle behind it, is shown above.
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KE1. Aylesford Bridge gives access to the old
centre of the town which lies to the north of the
River Medway, 4km north-west of Maidstone.
Presumably, the bridge originally comprised 6
pointed arches, similar to that in the photograph
alongside, each with double chamfered arch
rings below a third flush arch ring of shaped
voussoirs, very similar to East Farleigh Bridge,
but this bridge’s arches have smooth soffits
without ribs. Nonetheless, the similarities do
suggest that the bridges were built at around
the same time, probably in the 14th century,
though dates as early as 1250 have been
proposed for Aylesford Bridge. Old maps are
less clear about locations of old bridges in Kent, than in other counties, but this bridge appears on Speed’s map
of 1610. The distinctive appearance of the bridge, shown below, results from the replacement of the two central
medieval arches by a single high and wide segmental arch spanning 18m, in 1824. The largest remaining pointed
arch spans c7m, and it is reasonable to suppose that the replaced arches were of similar span, separated by a pier
of breadth c4m. The change was made to ease the passage of river traffic. The only jarring note is caused by the
large sandstone blocks used to form the upper of the double chamfered arch rings. The bridge fabric is rubble, in
places coursed. The bridge is 3.6m wide and there are 8 smallish refuges. Its width plus the angled approaches
made it a serious bottleneck until bypassed and Jervoise clearly feared for its future, but it is now pedestrianised
and presumably safe from threats of demolition. Access is good around the bridge.
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KE2. East Farleigh Bridge carries a minor
road across the River Medway from the village
for which it is named, 3km south-west of
Maidstone. It is highly praised by Jervoise as
the finest bridge in the South of England, but its
setting is somewhat marred by the clutter of
boats and undistinguished buildings around it.
The river bridge comprises four arches, all
pointed, and resting on four relatively narrow
chamfered ribs. The arches are decorated with
a top ring of flush voussoirs surmounting a
chamfered

arch ring, as shown

in the

photograph alongside. The fabric is rag-stone
rubble, coursed in the large cutwaters and
between the ribs in the soffits, more random
around the arches. The bridge is 3.3m wide
and there are no refuges, with the cutwaters
tapered off below the parapets. The general appearance is shown in the photograph below, taken from upstream;
apart from the 4 river arches, the largest of which spans 7.8m, a blind arch or squinch at the south end is present.
Its function is to carry the road at a sharp angle away from the bridge; this arch is also pointed and springs from
near the crown of the southern river arch. The first documentation of the bridge dates from 1324, so it is usually
assigned to the early 14th century, and it is marked on maps of c1600. A later addition is a small northern arch
which spans a towpath on the north bank of the river. Access is generally good around the bridge, but as mentioned
already it is quite difficult to frame an entirely satisfactory photograph, and mine is not that.
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KE3. Eynsford Bridge is at the centre of the village of the same name, 8km south of Dartford, and it carries a
minor road across the River Darent. A ford is immediately upstream. The bridge has two semi-circular arches of
stone rubble, separated on the upstream face by a triangular cutwater which rises to a refuge of the same shape;
downstream, there is a rectangular protrusion and refuge between the arches. There are single flush arch rings
made from roughly shaped voussoirs. As can be seen in the photograph below, the parapets comprise a mixture of
brick and flint, and are assumed to be a later addition. A medieval figure, probably an angel, with hands upraised
is apparently visible on the upstream face, but I failed to spot it. The bridge carriageway is c2.3m wide and the total
length is c7m, with individual arches contributing a bit less than 3m. The bridge is attributed to the 17th century and
is unlikely to have been built later. Access upstream is very good but the bridge cannot be easily viewed from
downstream.
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KE4. Godmersham Bridge is on a loop access road just west of the A28, roughly midway between Ashford and
Canterbury, and spans the River Great Stour. Originally the bridge comprised three segmental arches; the left-hand
arches on the upper photograph. Each spans c3.7m, and they are separated at the upstream (south) face by low
triangular cutwaters; there are single chamfered arch rings. The width between the parapets is c4m. On the
downstream (north) face, these arches, only two of which can be seen in the lower photograph, are separated by
heavy buttresses extending almost to the top of the parapets. The part of the bridge described so far is of rubble,
coarser it seems on the upstream face, saving that a few brick courses on each face are near the top of the
parapets, below the stone copings. According to the Listing, this part of the bridge is sensibly dated to the late17th century, in agreement with the date of 1698 which is inscribed on a parapet. So the bridge appearing on maps
of c1600 must be a predecessor. In the 19th century, a river arch was added, to the east, together with two more
cutwaters at the upstream face, and 6 smaller segmental arches, piercing a raised approach causeway. All of these
additions were made of brick. Jervoise states that the bridge might have carried a main road, now the A28, until a
parallel bridge was built in 1842. Access is possible to view both faces of the bridge.
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KE5. Hadmans Bridge carried a minor road
across the River Beult, the largest tributary of
the River Medway; it is c3km downstream
from the village of Smarden. It was bypassed
relatively recently and now sits unused,
alongside the newer bridge. It has 2 pointed
arches which with a broad pier give a bridge
length of 11m, so the arches must span
c4.5m each; the width between the parapets
is 3m. The photograph alongside shows that
the Listing is correct in referring to two ribs
which are unchamfered, although the lower
ring of broad voussoirs protrudes in a way that might suggest more. There is a second, upper ring of narrow, ‘edgeon’ voussoirs. I cannot explain statements that the bridge has brick parapets, as the photograph below shows
clearly that this is not the case, upstream at least. There are an upstream triangular cutwater, and two heavy
triangular protrusions on the abutments. The pointed arches and the general appearance suggest a 15 th century
build-date, though Jervoise found documentation only as far back as 1596; the bridge appears to be marked on
Speed’s map of 1610. Access is good upstream, but the downstream face cannot be viewed.
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KE6.

Hawkenbury

Bridge

carries

an

unclassified road which runs north-east from
Staplehurst to Hawkenbury, 11km south of
Maidstone; the bridge crosses the River Beult,
a tributary of the River Medway. It comprises
four arches, of which two to the south are stilted
segmental, the next is pointed, and the
northernmost arch is segmental but lower than
those to the south. The fabric of the upstream
face is of roughly coursed rubble, with the
soffits rather more uniform, but the downstream
view alongside shows that the bridge has been
widened in red brick at that face by about a
third, though it is still only 3.2m wide between
the parapets. This work must have been carried out in the 18th or 19th century, and the parapets with their pilasters
and the curious upstream buttresses in lieu of cutwaters must date from this period also. As for the remainder of
the bridge, the pointed arch, shown below, may date to the late 15th century and apart from its shape, there are double
flush arch rings which may support such dating. This arch, which spans c5m, was probably part of the bridge which
is marked on maps of c 1600, but much rebuilding has taken place since then. The remaining arches may be of
the 18th century as suggested by the Listing, though I think that the absence of keystones might sit better with the
17th century. Only the upstream face could be viewed other than by looking over the parapets, and although I
obtained photographs, I have used better ones taken from the internet. The bridge is interesting, if far from
aesthetically pleasing.
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KE7. Herstfield Bridge From a hamlet called ‘Cross at Hand’, 10km south of Maidstone, a causeway leads
northwards, crossing the River Beult which at this point has separated into a number of streams. Part of the
causeway is made up of 5 pointed arches, two which may span c2.6m are shown below, (I do not know how similar
the others are). It is thought that the structure dates back to the 14 th or 15th century, and it appears on maps of
c1600, though there has been repair work and the parapets have been rebuilt in brick. The lower of the double,
flush, arch rings are chamfered at both faces, though they do not extend into the jambs to the west (downstream).
Most of the fabric is rag-stone rubble. The width of the roadway is slightly more than 3m along most of the 90m
length of the causeway carried by the bridges. The river banks are inaccessible near the bridge, and little can be
seen from the road, so I have had to resort to the internet for the photographs I have used. The upper photograph
is taken from upstream; the lower from downstream shows how the bridge has been raised on a plinth. Both show
the unusually untidy intersections of the arch rings and the band courses below the parapets.
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KE8. Kings Bridge is in the centre of
Canterbury, crossing one branch of the River
Great Stour; it is thought to have origins in the
12th century, but the present structure is quite
difficult to interpret. It would be easy to imagine
from most available photographs that there is a
single segmental arch but in fact there are two,
and once perhaps there were three. Commonly
viewed from the north, as in

the lower

photograph, the western arch is completely
hidden by a building which also blocks access
to look beneath the bridge from the river-bank.
The soffits as far as they can be seen from the
north relate to a reconstruction of the bridge in 1734, according to a plaque, and they are also visible in the
photograph above, taken from the south. More prominent here are the wooden beams which support the large
addition to the width of the bridge, also made in the 18th century, above which is a 2-storey building. At the south
face the bridge has two rectangular channels exiting below the said building, and separated by a robust pillar. It is
stated in the Listing, that early medieval foundations remain, but nothing visible appears to date from before the
18th century, and in fact the north face looks to have been refurbished substantially, more recently than that. The
only way to view the main features of the bridge is by taking a boat trip on the river, but only the one arch is
accessible; I include the bridge in the 17/18th century category, as much because of its status, as any conviction
that pre-1700 remains are visible.
q
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KE9. Laddingford Bridge carries a minor road called Gravelly Lane across the River Teise close to its junction
with the River Medway, 10km south-west of Maidstone. The bridge has 2 pointed arches, set on relatively high
imposts. The single arch rings are chamfered, and the lower part of the bridge fabric is rubble, made of quite large,
roughly squared, stone blocks. The newer upper part of the structure, including the parapets is made of red brick,
and has been much-repaired. The total length is 8.7m, with individual arches contributing c4m; the width of the
roadway is 3.6m. The pier with its upstream cutwater is narrow for a bridge of this configuration, in this region, and
rests on a concrete plinth, likely a later addition. The bridge is thought to date from the 14th century, though it does
not seem to be marked on the maps of c1600. Access to the bridge at river-bank level was not possible for me,
and I have had to use a photograph taken by a Mr. Antiss..
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KE10. Len Bridge is in the centre of
Maidstone,

but

only

its

south-west

(downstream) face can now be seen, from a
path close to the Archbishop’s Palace, as it has
been built over by a modern road called
Bishop’s Way (A229). The bridge crosses the
River Len which is a small right bank tributary
of the River Medway. The upper photograph is
hardly satisfactory, not least because of the
effect of raindrops on a very wet day, but there
are clearly 3 pointed apertures separated by
buttresses. The floor of the one on the left is
raised above those of the other two, and it is
smaller, suggesting that it is a flood arch. The
lower photograph, taken from the website of a
Kent History Forum, was apparently in a
publication of 1902, and shows the same
general arrangement of apertures. There is a
hint that the left hand aperture is larger than the others and it contains a vigorous flow; it must have been largely
sealed at some time in the intervening years to look as it does in the upper photograph. The bridge is attributed by
the usual sources to the 14th century, and I have no contrary evidence to present.
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KE11. Plaxtol Bridge is just east of a hamlet called Dunk’s Green, itself 7km east of Sevenoaks, and carries an
unclassified road called Brook Lane over the River Bourne, a tributary of the River Medway. The bridge has two
low, near semi-circular arches, with single flush arch rings on the visible face, separated by a pier on a plinth; the
arches may span c2.2m. The Listing describes it as a 16th century packhorse bridge, widened downstream by
nearly 1m to 4m in the 18th century, but the face shown below is unfortunately that one, the other is not accessible.
The Listing describes the fabric as Kentish rag-stone ashlar which may well be right for the original upstream face
but the downstream face is of random rubble. The wooden railings are a relatively modern addition, though whether
they replaced parapets is unclear. Unfortunately I have found no further information to add to this inadequate entry;
the absence of any photograph of the original face is particularly frustrating.
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KE12. Risebridge Bridge crosses a small
tributary of the River Teise, to the south-west
of the village of Goudhurst, which is 13km east
of Royal Tunbridge Wells. The Listing dates it
to the 18th century or earlier, and as can be
seen in the upstream view, taken from the
Historic England record, there are 2 stilted
segmental arches, with single flush chamfered
arch rings; the fabric is sandstone ashlar. The
upstream arches span c1.2m. It was embanked, most likely in the mid-19th century, and a brick downstream
extension with a single arch was added at the same time in association with work done to build a rail-track parallel
to the stream. I include it in the compendium, in the 17/18th century category.
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KE13. Sandwich Bridges: There are two
bridges in Sandwich of relevance to the
compendium. The first of them is to be found at
the intersection of New Street and two paths,
Rope Walk to the west and Mill Wall to the east.
It carries the latter over a small stream called
the Delf which was created in the 13th century
to convey water collected from springs into the
town. The bridge has a single low, slightly
pointed but very misshapen, arch as viewed
from upstream, in the photograph. The fabric is
rubble and a transition shows that the parapets
have been rebuilt or raised fairly recently; there
are flush double arch rings with roughly shaped
voussoirs. The bridge has been greatly
widened to support a garden driveway, so the
downstream aspect is modern. The Listing
dates the bridge to medieval times, perhaps as early as the 14th century, but it has had much attention since, and
I would prefer the 16th century. It is easily viewed from the pavement alongside it.
The other bridge has later origins, and can be found by following the Mill Wall path to the north-east until it crosses
Sandown Road. Here, a gateway could be seen until the 18 th century when it was demolished, and a 17th century
brick bridge with three semi-circular arches carried the road over a wet moat. The latter is still intact, although the
water has gone, the outer two arches have been bricked up, and earth has built up around the structure; the town
wall is still present as an earthwork out of shot to the left. The bridge was once on an important route into the town.
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KE14. Stephen’s Bridge is west of the village of Headcorn, 13km south-west of Maidstone, and now carries a
minor road leading to Frittenden across the River Beult; the route was probably more important in medieval times.
Its name is said to come from Stephen Langton, Archbishop of Canterbury who had a bridge built here in the early
13th century, but the present bridge only owes its name to that period. The fabric is rag-stone rubble with some
brick repair-work in the parapets. The bridge has two flat segmental arches spanning c3m each, set on quite high
imposts, and there is no evidence of widening of a 3.1m wide carriageway. There are arch rings made of flush,
chamfered dressed voussoirs, and above them traces of a second arch ring, also flush but rough, (a design
characteristic of older bridges in this area). There is a triangular cutwater rising to a refuge on the east (upstream)
face. Jervoise has nothing to say about the age of the bridge, while the Listing says only that it was built in medieval
style, implying that it might be less old. I am not wholly convinced either, but I think it unlikely to have been built
later than the 16th century; though it does not appear on the maps of c1600. Access is good from the east from
where the photograph below was taken.
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KE15. Teston Bridge now carries only a minor
road over the River Medway, connecting the
townships of Wateringbury and Yalding, on the
south-western outskirts of Maidstone. The
photograph alongside shows how most of the 6
arches are configured, with the common Kent
arrangement of chamfered lower arch rings
surmounted by second flush rings of voussoirs.
One arch shown in the middle photograph is
more decorated with a ring of voussoirs
surmounting two chamfered arch rings in two
orders. The soffits are smooth below all the
arches. The fabric is of rag- stone coursed
rubble, tending in places towards ashlar. The
general configuration is as shown in the lowest
photograph, a downstream view. All the arches
are segmental, three traversing the river, and
three which are smaller, acting as flood arches.
The carriageway is 3.3m wide. The large
cutwaters on the river piers, taper to give
trapezoidal

refuges,

a

pattern

followed

between most of the smaller arches also; there
are 6 upstream refuges and 4, downstream.
The river arches are dated by the usual
authorities to c1500, though it seems that the
most decorated arch was rebuilt in the 1790s
with slightly greater height, and a span of 7.2m
(cf. 6.2m for the largest of the others); the flood
arches are thought to have been reconfigured
c1830, and the parapets may have been added
more

recently.

Access

upstream

and

downstream is good through the park on the north-west of the bridge.
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KE16. Twyford Bridge crosses the River
Medway, 8km south west of Maidstone, and is
the furthest upstream of a group of 4 fine
medieval bridges. There are also nearby
bridges at Laddingford and Yalding over
Medway tributaries, so it is fair to say the group
is exceptional in a national context. Twyford
Bridge carries the B2162 across the River
Medway, immediately downstream of the inflow
of the River Teise, hence the name a corruption
of ‘twin ford’. The bridge comprises 4 arches,
described as four-centred by Jervoise, but
slightly irregular in shape. The fabric is quite
small-grade rubble with the exception of the red brick parapets, a relatively modern addition, maybe not to
everyone’s taste. There are two rings of flush voussoirs, irregular in shape, above each arch, and the soffits are
smooth, as can be seen above. There are cutwaters on the massive piers, upstream and downstream, and they rise
to triangular refuges. The total length of the bridge is 36m, with the largest arch spanning 5.1m , and the piers are
of breadth c6m; the width of the carriageway, which has never been increased, is 3.6m. There is documentation
to show that there has been a bridge on the site since the early 14th century, but it seems generally accepted that
the standing bridge was built in the 15th century, and it appears in maps of c1600. The bridge can be viewed easily
from most angles; the photograph below was taken from downstream.
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KE17. Wye Bridge across the River Great Stour gives access from the west to the village of Wye, which is 6km
north-east of Ashford. The fabric is coursed ashlar, and the bridge as viewed from downstream in the upper
photograph is fairly conventional with 5 stilted semi-circular arches, of similar if not identical span, perhaps c3.5m,
and with flush arch rings, surmounted by surviving parts of second arch rings which have been disrupted by a
string course associated with the parapets which are of course a later addition. There are cutwaters on each side
of the central arch rising only to the crowns of the arches, but a strange little metal-railed refuge has been corbelled
out. However the upstream view in the lower photograph is extraordinary, because although this aspect of the
stone bridge seems little different it is below and behind a metal structure, corbelled out from the bridge platform,
but further supported by metal supports which themselves rest on small ashlar pillars. There are plaques stating
that the bridge was built in 1638, and repaired in 1684, though there was a predecessor which is marked on maps
of c1600. Jervoise expressed disappointment with what he saw in the 1920s, when it seems that width extensions
had been corbelled out on both faces, but he obviously was not viewing the bridge as it is now. Although no kind
of aesthetic spectacle the bridge is interesting. Both faces can be viewed without difficulty.
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KE18. Yalding Town Bridge carries the B2010
over the River Beult a short distance upstream
of its junction with the River Medway. It is a
causeway of length c135m and was probably
built in the 15th century on the site of an earlier
wooden structure; it appears in maps of c1600.
The bridge, which is 4.2m wide along most of
its length, was widened from the original 3m in
the 18th or 19th century, by building a parallel
structure alongside it. The photographs on the
right are confirmatory with the upper depicting
two northern arches showing a clear transition
in the fabric of the soffits, and the lower, a
striking view of a shape transition of the
southern, main river arches. According to
Jervoise, the bridge has 7 arches, three of
which at the north end are pointed, with three
at the south end of which two are pointed,
leaving a single semi-circular arch at the
centre. The

latter

is

of

more

recent

construction. There are cutwaters between
some arches at both faces and two rise to refuges downstream. The fabric is mainly rag-stone rubble throughout,
but rougher on the original downstream face, as shown in the canoeist’s photograph of the three southern arches,
below. The single flush arch rings are especially rough, below the decorative string courses. The two pointed
arches in the middle and lowest photograph match, and have larger spans 7.5m; the semi-circular arch has surely
been rebuilt at some time. It is unfortunate that such a notable and interesting bridge cannot really be appreciated,
for lack of suitable viewpoints, except on the river.
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KE1M Dover Castle Moat Bridge: This is
I am afraid, an unsatisfactory entry; the
photograph shows the substructure before the
gateway to Constable’s Tower, in which the
arch of a medieval bridge may be visible in
outline, on the right of the photograph,
indicated by the yellow arrow. The tower was
built in the 13th century, and for want of more
information, no other build-date can be
assigned to the bridge. It gives access to an
entrance at lower level, than the more obvious
bridge above, which is modern. However the area beneath the putative arch is now occupied by buildings. There
were other gateways at various times, around the circumference of the castle, and the moat had to be crossed,
but there are no other coherent survivals of masonry bridges.
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KE2M. Ightham Mote Bridge is one of 3
bridges that give access across a water- filled
moat to the 14th century manor house, which is
6.5km south-east of Sevenoaks. The bridge
shown alongside is at the western main
entrance to the manor house, and is a coursed
rubble structure carrying a pathway 1.4m wide.
The 2 segmental arches span 0.9m each, and
have single flush arch rings made of shaped
voussoirs. As is often the case, the moat bridge
has small apertures because any flow through will be small. The National Trust guidebook, states that the build-date is
unknown but implies that it was in the 16th century. The plain appearance gives few clues, so one is left with the
facts that it replaced a drawbridge of some description, which tended to happen in the 16th or 17th century as the
need for convenient passage replaced security as the prime concern, and that a new entrance was built in the 16th
century, to the right in the photograph. For the moment I shall stick with the 16th century. One of the other two
bridges, that over the north arm of the moat is wooden, while one over the east arm is a single arch, stone bridge,
also of nondescript appearance, and so almost undateable.
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The Romans built a bridge across the River Thames, and this led to the establishment of the settlements of London
and Southwark. However the river became the frontier between Anglo-Saxon kingdoms, and it was probably not
until Wessex took possession of both banks in c900, that the settlements began to flourish again, and a bridge
reappeared, probably of the Roman type. Old London Bridge was commissioned by King Henry II and completed
in 1209; a chapel dedicated to Thomas Becket, the martyred archbishop, was built in the centre. The bridge was
allegedly 8m wide, though houses and other buildings were soon to leave a passage only half that width. It was
c250m long, with 19 arches, and allowing for piers set on starlings, they may have spanned c8m; a drawbridge
took the place of one central arch, so that shipping could pass through. There were well over a hundred shops on
the bridge, with houses above; there were gatehouses at each end. King Edward I was first to have heads of
executed ‘traitors’ impaled on pikes above the Southwark gatehouse, providing feasts for ravens. None was added
after 1660, but remnants were visible a century later. The print shows the bridge viewed from the Southwark end.

The bridge was an early manifestation of Gothic building prowess when stone castles and cathedrals with large
vaults were appearing on the scene. The confidence that such structures would stand carried over to early stone
bridges, but it is remarkable that really large buildings, up to 7 storeys high by the 16 th century, were allowed.
Perhaps the downward loads were concentrated over the piers so adding to overall robustness, but it is hard to tell
from the prints. Fires were a great threat to the bridge throughout its existence, sometimes started during rebellions
as in the Peasant’s revolt of 1381, and sometimes accidentally as in the Great Fire of 1666. Eventually, in 1762
all the buildings on the bridge were demolished to ease passage across it, and 2 central arches were replaced by
a single arch to ease the way for shipping. However, it was decided in the late 18 th century to replace the bridge,
and a design competition was held. Thomas Telford proposed a single iron arch, but a more conventional design
by John Rennie with 3 stone arches was selected. The Old Bridge stood until 1831, when the new bridge opened;
only scattered fragments have survived its demolition.
There were 2 other medieval bridges over the River Thames in the environs of London, namely Staines Bridge
and Kingston Bridge. Both were built largely of wood; the former was replaced by a stone bridge in the early 19 th
century, while the latter was replaced 50 years earlier.
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SY1. Abbey Mills Bridge crosses the Abbey
River, a small artificial right bank divert from the
River Thames, between Staines and Chertsey.
It was dug out, many centuries ago by monks
of Chertsey Abbey, to aid drainage and to
supply watermills. Perhaps more approachable
from the rivers, the bridge seemed to be in a
gated Old People’s Home site when I tried to
visit, and apart from two old postcards, copied
from the Mills Archive, I have found no
representation of the bridge on the internet, and
certainly nothing more recent. Both show a
bridge with three semi-circular, stilted arches,
the central span 60% larger than the other two;
the width is 3.5m, but according to the Listing it
may have been widened at the downstream
(south-east) face. The fabric is a mixture of
brick and stone blocks. The association with an
abbey could push the build-date back to the 16th
century, but much more likely the name could
have been retained for a later rebuild. The
appearance is similar to that of many mills and
associated bridges on slow-flowing rivers in
Southern England, with the mill sitting across a river which is channelled past undershot waterwheels. Most seem
to have been built in the 18th and early 19th century, but I shall class this bridge as 17/18th century for the moment.
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SY2. Chiddingfold Bridge is also known as Hazel Bridge, and carries a minor unclassified road called White
Beech Lane, across an un-named stream that flows eventually into the River Arun by way of the River Lox; it is to
the east of Chiddingfold, and is 6km north-east of Haslemere. The bridge was so overgrown as to be hardly visible,
and as a result no dimensions could be acquired.. However I was able to confirm that, as stated in the Listing, it
has two arches separated by a moss-covered cutwater, on the upstream face, and to add that the one properly
visible arch has a single flush arch ring made of dressed voussoirs. The remainder of the fabric appears to be
rubble. The Listing states that the downstream face is concreted which would square with the idea that the bridge
has been widened on that face, probably early in the 20th century, though it had also been modified in 1820. The
Listing attributes the bridge to the 15th century, and a bridge here is shown on Speed’s map of 1610; other sites
suggest that medieval arches are still visible underneath the bridge. My own photograph shows little, and certainly
nothing very old, but I have included it because I could find no better one on the web, or anywhere else. For the
moment I must go with the Listing in dating.
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SY3. Elstead Bridge carries the B3001 over
the River Wey, just to the west of the village of
Elstead, 6½km south-west of Farnham, It is
given the same date of construction, the 13th
century, as the others of the remarkable group
attributed to nearby Waverley Abbey. The
fabric is sandstone rubble with blocks of darker
ironstone, but there is an ugly, 19th century
reddish brick parapet with equally ill-conceived
brick buttresses. Originally there were 7 slightly
pointed arches giving a roadway 3.8m wide,
now there are five with double flush arch rings.
There are ‘keeled’, i.e., pointed cutwaters
upstream and rounded cutwaters over "keeled"
plinths downstream. The arches vary slightly in
span up to 3.6m. The bridge is done few favours by the unforgiveable proximity of the modern relief road which
carries east-bound traffic, but the photograph above taken from there, does show the rounded downstream
cutwaters. In comparison with the other ‘Wey Bridges’ I have viewed, the lower stonework is larger grade, and
more ‘worked’, and I am surprised that the expert, Renn, does not question whether what we see was built by the
same masons, at the same time; somehow it looks less ancient, but I would not presume to dissent from his view.
Access is reasonable upstream, but the relief road dominates the other face.
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SY4. Leatherhead Bridge crosses the
several strands of the River Mole in the centre
of the town for which it is named. The bridge
was brick-built, and Jervoise describes 14
semi-circular arches, almost all of which can be
seen in the photograph below, though they
appear stilted segmental to me. He suggests
that it was originally 3.3m wide, increased to
7.2m

in

an

upstream

widening

and

refurbishment exercise in 1784. He excused
himself from estimating the age of the bridge on the grounds that he was unsure as to the extent of the
refurbishment, but his other observations suggest that he thought he was looking at a modified bridge rather than
a replacement. I have looked at a number of photographs, including some taken from the river, but they are
inconclusive as to whether evidence of widening is visible in the soffits. The arches span c4.5m. Although, Jervoise
refers to the existence of a bridge in the 14th century, that would be very early for a brick bridge, so I would suggest
the 16th century, as far more likely, though the evidence from old maps is not conclusive enough, to eliminate the
possibility that it was built a century later.
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SY5. Lower Eashing Bridges carry a minor road across two branches of the River Wey, just to the south-west of
the village of Eashing. They are ‘Waverley Abbey’ bridges assigned to the 13th century. The Eashing Bridges
incorporate their unique common feature, namely rounded semi-circular cut-waters on the downstream face. The
bridges are in line, connected by a causeway, and Renn conjectures that there may be hidden arches in this, so
making up a single bridge. Against that is the fact that he points to different widths, 3.75m for the western bridge,
and 4.1 m for the eastern bridge nearest the village. The western bridge comprises four slightly pointed arches of
maximum span 3.9m, shown immediately below, viewed from upstream, while the eastern bridge has three similar
arches with a maximum span of 4.5m; a downstream view is at the foot of the page. The fabric is local rubblestone, though the voussoirs are made from bar-stone set in mortar; some form flush double arch rings, some
single arch rings. The variations may relate to fairly early rebuilds. The upper part is made of 18th century bricks,
and there are 20th century wooden rails. Access is much better to view the eastern bridge.
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SY6. Shere Packhorse Bridge crosses a stream called the Tillingbourne, which flows into the River Wey, and it
is immediately behind a few houses which front onto the A25 in the village of Gomshall, between Guildford and
Dorking. It comprises three segmental arches, the central one slightly larger, with small cutwaters on each face.
The single arch rings protrude markedly, and the voussoirs are roughly shaped. The soffits of two of the arches are
of brick. The Listing assigns it to the 15 th century which seems early but I have no specific reason to dissent. The
bridge is just over 1m wide, so by that criterion fits the definition of a Packhorse bridge, but its situation now gives
little clue about how it might have fulfilled that role. However, I believe there was a tannery close by, so perhaps it
met needs of workers at that site. Access is fairly good, but foliage interfered with views from most directions.
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SY7. Somerset Bridge crosses the River Wey on a minor road, just to the east of Elstead. It is one of the series of
bridges thought to have been built by the Monks of Waverley Abbey in the 13th century, though it has been modified
considerably since. The central arch of the original three is irregular in form, but best described as slightly pointed;
it spans 3.6m and has local sandstone rubble surrounds, and rough slices forming the voussoirs. The outer arches
are a little smaller and have voussoirs of dressed sandstone, again surrounded by rubble. The parapets, a later
addition, are of red brick and just over 1m high; they are something of a blight. The abutment on the right bank (on
the left in the photograph below, taken from downstream) has been widened and pierced by a brick-lined arch,
presumably to act as a flood arch of sorts The upstream cutwaters have chamfered tops, but those downstream
have pyramidal tops, as shown in the photograph. The carriageway is a bit more than 4m wide. Access is fairly
good to river bank level downstream, but the lushness of the vegetation inhibits the view of the bridge.
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SY8. Tilford (North-East) Bridge carries the
road between Tilford and Elstead over the
River Wey, just downstream of the point where
two branches of the river unite. The fabric is
local rubble-stone with thin slabs forming the
voussoirs; there are 20th century wooden posts
and rails enclosing the 4.2m wide road. A
corbelling arrangement on the upstream face
has added 0.6m to the width, as can just about
be seen in the photograph alongside. 6 arches
remain visible; a seventh arch is buried in the
bank and is now marked by a cutwater and
buttress. The arches increase in height and
span towards the centre, where the largest
spans 3.9 m. The arches vary in shape with
four being slightly pointed and two elliptical;
that on the village side is brick lined, and must
date from a rebuild, perhaps in the 16th century.
The original arches have single flush arch
rings. There are ‘keeled’, i.e., diamond shaped, cutwaters to the upstream face, with a massive projecting cutwater
at the village side, and rounded cutwaters over keeled plinths to the downstream side. The bridge is one of a set
described by Renn, and built by the occupants of Waverley Abbey in the first half of the 13 th century, though there
have of course been later modifications. Access is very easy downstream from where the photograph below was
taken, but less so upstream.
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SY9. Tilford (North-West) Bridge over one branch of the River Wey is on the outskirts of the village of Tilford,
and carried a minor road to Farnham before it was bypassed. It is the furthest upstream of the six surviving
medieval bridges, all attributed to Waverley Abbey, and dated to the 13 th century. The fabric is local iron-stone
rubble with narrow slices in two eccentric rows forming the voussoirs; the roadway is 3m wide, enclosed by 20 th
century wooden posts and rails. There are four visible slightly pointed arches, a fifth, once visible, now marked by
an upstream cutwater and down-stream projection. The arches increase slightly in span and height towards the
centre, where the largest spans 3.9m. The upstream cutwaters are half-pyramidal in shape; the downstream
cutwaters are rounded on ‘keeled’, i.e. pointed, plinths. The central two upstream cutwaters are chamfered. As with
others of the group, there has clearly been considerable refurbishment, unsurprising when it is remembered that it
is estimated to be over 700 years old. The bridge is easily viewed from the bypass downstream as in the
photograph, but there is no access upstream.
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SY10. Unstead Bridge is the easternmost of
three

bridges

on the

unclassified

road

connecting the A3100 and A281, just north of
Godalming, which now crosses a cut-off
meander of the river. It is one of six survivors
of those built by the Monks of Waverley Abbey
in the 13th century, and comprises five rounded
but tapering arches, of maximum span 4.5m for
the central arch. The bridge has cutwaters
characteristic of the Waverley bridges at the
upstream

(south)

face,

as

in

the

top

photograph, but the rounded cutwaters found
at the downstream face, on other bridges in the
group, are absent here, as can be seen in the
middle photograph of the north face. The arch
rings are formed of two rows of reasonably
concentric stone slices which increase in length
towards the crowns of the arches in a very
unusual way. The width is 3.6m between metal
railings. The fabric is rubble, save for some
brick patching. I visited twice in the hope of
obtaining a useful photograph, but the mix of
land and water traversed by the bridge was
totally overgrown, so I failed. Since then the
obstructing vegetation has been cleared, and
thanks to Professor Marshall Hall I can present
informative

photographs.

The

lowest

photograph, also taken from upstream, shows the general configuration, which is similar to that of the other
‘Waverley Abbey’ bridges. Though the white metal fences, are garish, they are a better idea than unmatched stone
parapets, but it would be better if the layers of red bricks could be removed.
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LN1. Clattern Bridge is in Kingston upon Thames, in south-west London, and carries the High Street over the
Hogsmill River, a small right bank tributary of the River Thames. The downstream view below shows that the
original bridge comprised 3 slightly semi-circular (Romanesque in the light of the dating) arches, the two to the
north-east (left) spanning c3m, the other, now beneath a Tudor building, somewhat smaller. Each arch comprises
two rings of dressed stone voussoirs, with the remainder of the lower part of the bridge made up of rubble. A plaque
on the bridge suggests that it was 2.4m wide, and that it got its name from the noise of horses crossing it. There
seems to be a consensus amongst the usual sources, that the bridge should be dated to the late 12th century,
which makes it one of the oldest in the country, and what has been described so far, is consistent with such a
build-date. Nonetheless, the bridge has been much modified and augmented. In the middle of the 18th century the
red brick parapets, which loom large in the photograph, appeared, and the bridge was widened upstream by adding
a brick structure, matching the arch dimensions but swinging the vaults a bit southwards. Since then there has
been further widening in brick, finished with neat single arch rings, columns, and blue railings. Commendably,
there has been no effort to create a pastiche of the ancient bridge still easily viewed downstream from a
passageway.
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LN2. Hanwell Bridge is in west London, north
of the River Thames and carries the Uxbridge
Road (A4020) over the River Brent. The road
may have originated in the early Middle Ages,
and though the date at which the river was first
bridged here is unknown, references to Brent
Bridge and its need of repair have been found
as early as 1396. As was normal in the region
then, such a bridge would have been wooden,
but in c1500 it was rebuilt in stone, and it had
again been largely rebuilt, of brick, by 1675. In
1762, the turnpike trustees rebuilt and widened
it to the north (upstream), and more of the same
took place in 1906. Around the turn of the 19th
century, the River Brent was straightened to
form part of Jessop’s Great Junction Canal,
and it may be that its course shifted to pass
under the eastern arches of Hanwell Bridge.
The upper photograph shows the two river
arches and one of the western arches viewed
from the south, essentially an 18th century
bridge,

with

modifications

including

the

balustraded parapets dating to 1906. The
lower photograph is a closer view of the south
aspect of the same western arch; the double arch ring arrangement with signs of chamfering may be a survival
from c1500. Unfortunately, I have not been able to visit the bridge, which would certainly repay further examination,
as a rare old masonry bridge, in the environs of London.
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LN1M. Eltham Palace Moat Bridge is in south-east London, between Woolwich and Chislehurst, giving access
from the north to the palace complex. The history of the site begins with an 11 th century manor house which
became a bishop’s palace in the late 13th century, and was gifted to King Edward II shortly afterwards. There must
have been a bridge over the moat for most of that period, but the one which stands now probably dates from the
late 15th century when a major building programme was carried out. It comprises 4 arches of different spans, with
the largest 7.2m, built of coursed dressed stone blocks, which vary in size, topped by red brick parapets; they
enclose a driveway c3m wide. The arches are 4-centred and pointed, a strong clue to the build-date, and have 3
dressed, unchamfered arch rings in 3 orders. They each rest upon 4 narrow unchamfered ribs, and are separated
by vestigial cutwaters which rise as columns to be capped just below the parapets.

There are remnants of a second old bridge on
the site, below a relatively modern wooden
structure supported on brick piers. There are
parts of stone piers and abutments visible on
the photograph alongside, which may well be of
similar age to the moat bridge.
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Notes on Bridge Survival Rates
Moving south through England, I have been able to rely so far almost exclusively on Christopher Saxton’s maps
of the 1570s to form a view of how many bridges stood when he did his surveys. For some reason, this is not true
for this group of counties, as there are many inexplicable omissions from Saxton’s maps, where other evidence is
especially strong, so I have lent more on John Speed’s maps of 1610. Of course, the Speed maps were produced
30 years later; in the overall scheme of things that is unlikely to be very significant, but it should be kept in mind.
I have counted 39 bridges in Kent on Speed’s map of 1610. Of them, I estimate that 9 still stand at least in part,
and are in the compendium, a 23% survival rate; included are the fine group, mainly crossing the River Medway,
around Maidstone. In Surrey, Speed identifies 17 bridges in Surrey, of which only 2, both on the River Wey,
survive, a 12% survival rate. In London (including Middlesex as was), Speed identifies 7 bridges, none of which
survive, obviously 0%.
Otherwise, my compendium contains 13 standing bridges built before 1600 in Kent, including all 9 survivors from
those identified by Speed, and an additional 4 (excluding moat bridges). For Surrey I include 7 pre-1600 bridges,
which still stand, principally the set of 6 crossing the River Wey built in the 13th century by Waverley Abbey. Speed
includes only 2 Waverley Abbey bridges which is perplexing. In London, I include 2 pre-1600 bridges, one of which
Clattern Bridge should arguably be regarded as a Surrey bridge, but it is not identified on any Speed map.
I think the numbers presented here are less robust than those from further north, but they are adequate to be
considered alongside the others in drawing general conclusions.
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